
The Story of the Law in
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[Iln a crucial moral emergency a sound heart is a safer guide than an
ill-trained conscience.1

-Mark Twain

Perhaps it is not by chance that the word plot can mean both "in-
trigue" and "story." If all plots somehow tell the story of their own mar-
ring, then perhaps it could be said that all plots are plots against author-
ity, that authority creates the scene of its own destruction, that all
stories necessarily recount by their very existence the subversion of the
father, of the gods, of consciousness, of order, of expectations, or of
meaning.

'2

-Barbara Johnson

"You don't know about me, without you have read a book by the name
of 'The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,' but that ain't no matter."3 Thus be-
gins what is perhaps the most written about and discussed novel in the
American literary tradition, the book which prompted Ernest Hemingway
to say: "All modern American literature comes from one book by Mark
Twain called Huckleberry Finn . . . . [Ilt's the best book we've had
.... There was nothing before. There has been nothing as good since.
The commentary about the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, however,
has not been universally positive. The novel has been banned as racist,s

* Assistant Professor of Law, University of Notre Dame Law School. University of Notre
Dame (B.A., 1973; M.A., 1975; Ph.D., 1980).

1. M. TWAIN, PAPERS, NOTEBOOK 35 TS at 35 (1895).
2. B. JOHNSON, THE CRiTicAL DIFFERENCE: ESSAYS IN THE CONTEMPORARY RHETORIC OF

READING 87-88 (1980).
3. M. TWAIN, ADVENTURES OF HUCKLMERRY FINN 3 (Riverside ed. 1958).
4. E. HEMINOWAY, GREEN HILLS OF AFRIcA 22 (1935).
5. Harold Beaver, in HUCKLEBERRY FINN 142 (1987), reports:

In 1945 ... the NAACP linked HUCKLEBERRY FINN with LrrrLE BLACK SAMBO for
its 'racial slurs' and 'belittling racial designations.' By 1957 the New York City
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dismissed as sophomoric,6 and roundly criticized for failing to have a sat-
isfactory ending.7

The book's ending may seem unsuccessful because we come to it seek-
ing resolution to binary oppositions set up in the novel, such as that be-
tween individual and society or between civilization and nature. The
book's ending may dramatize the limits we encounter when we consider
questions of law in either/or terms. The book fails because our vision
fails: we have posed our questions about the law in an unsatisfactory way.

When critics have looked to Huckleberry Finn for purposes of analyz-
ing what the book says about law, they have seen the primary conflict in
the novel as between the individual (Huck) and the legal system or soci-
ety; or, in more grandiose terms, as between civil law and moral or natu-
ral law.8 They have asked, how does the civil law measure up to the
higher moral or natural law? This question can be answered rather easily

Board of Education had dropped HUCKLEBERRY FINN from its lists of approved
textbooks for elementary and junior high schools, describing it as 'racially offen-
sive' (footnote omitted]. The use of the word 'nigger' was the key trouble. In June
1976 it was also removed from required high-school reading lists in Illinois be-
cause of the same word .... Throughout the 1980s public committees of both
libraries and schools in states as diverse as Iowa, Pennsylvania and Texas have
condemned HUCKLEBERRY FINN (in the words of one administrator from Virginia)
as 'racist trash.' The most recent bid to ban the book from the high-school curric-
ulum was made in Springfield, Illinois (1984).

Id.
6. Beaver, supra note 5, at 40 writes:

On 17 March 1885 the BOSTON TRANscRPT published this notice:
The Concord (Mass.) Public Library committee has decided to exclude Mark
Twain's latest book from the library. One member of the committee says that,
while he does not wish to call it immoral, he thinks it contains but little humor,
and that of a very coarse type. He regards it as the veriest trash. The librarian and
the other members of the committee entertain similar views, characterizing it as
rough, coarse and inelegant, dealing with a series of experiences not elevating, the
whole book being more suited to the slums than to intelligent, respectable people.

Id. He also notes that "Louisa May Alcott, too, was outraged. Unhesitatingly she backed the
Concord decision: 'If Mr. Clemens cannot think of something better to tell our pure-minded
lads and lasses, he had best stop writing for them.'" Id. at 41.

7. See, e.g., T. TANNER, THE REIGN OF WONDER. NAIVETY AND REALITY IN AMERICAN

LITERATURE 156 (1965); Marx, Mr. Eliot, Mr. Trilling, and Huckleberry Finn, 22 AM.
SCHOLAR 424ff (1953); E. HEMINGWAY, supra note 4. But see T.S. Eliot's Introduction to the
Chanticleer Press edition of HUCKLEERY FINN XV (1950) in which he says that "it is right
that the mood at the end of the book should bring us back to that of the beginning."

8. See, e.g., McWilliams, Innocent Criminal or Criminal Innocence: The Trial in Ameri-
can Fiction, in LAW AND AMERICAN LITERATURE: A COLLECTION OF ESSAYs 47-48 (1980);
Smith, Law as Form and Theme in American Letters, in LAW AND AMERICAN LITERATURE. A
COLLECTION OF ESSAYS 25 (1980); Smith, Introduction to the Riverside Edition of ADVEN-

TURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN at xvi (1958) [hereinafter Smith, Introduction]; Phelps, The
Criminal as Hero in American Fiction, 1983 Wisc. L. REv. 1445 (1983).
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and seems to oversimplify the book. The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn tells us, in its first few pages, that the civil law is an ass. In every
instance in which the civil law functions, it functions badly. The slavery
laws notwithstanding, even the day-to-day legal life in Missouri is played
out unjustly. Thus, the supposed battle between civil law and moral law
is hardly a fair fight, and if this is the book's primary theme, the charge
"sophomoric" may well be fair.

But, perhaps this is not what the book is about. Nor, perhaps, is it
about the abolition of slavery,10 although this is often seen as the plot or
moral of the story. If we can so easily see what this great novel tells us
about the conflict between civil law and moral law, or about slavery, then,
if it is a great novel, we have to pose other, more difficult, questions.

This Article is shaped around different questions which I think better
probe the density of Huckleberry Finn. What is law? What do we mean
by law? From what does law derive its authority? How does law come
into being and how does it change? I begin my search for the answers to
these questions by pondering an old question: Whose story is this? Who
is telling the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn? Through a discussion of
the different kinds of law that the book presents and an analysis of the
story of the law in Huckleberry Finn, I hope to demonstrate that the
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn serves to initiate its readers into two
related processes: the process by which law changes and the process by
which texts change. It forces its readers into the space between language
and action where the life of the law exists, where the law can change and
evolve. It may be that "much of what seems ineradically opposed can be
comprehended within a larger order,"" the order of the life of the law.
Let us go then, you and I, back to the first lines.

WHOSE STORY?

"You don't know about me, without you have read a book by the name
of 'The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,' but that ain't no matter." What out-
rageous demands this first sentence puts on the reader. Who is this
"You?" Who is this "me?" Immediately the reader ("You") is invoked
and addressed directly, and the narrator ("me") introduces himself by

9. C. DICKENS, OLIVER TWIST ch. 2, 530 (1837-38). "'If the law supposes that,' said Mr.
Bumble, squeezing his hat emphatically in both hands, 'the law is a ass-a idiot. If that's
the eye of the law, the law is a bachelor; and the worst I wish the law is, that his eye may be
opened by experience-by experience.'" Id.

10. Given that the book was written nearly twenty years after the civil war, any criticism
it presents of the slave laws seems late. What is the point of writing a book to show that a
law was unjust if that law is already changed?

11. White, The Judicial Opinion and the Poem: Ways of Reading, Ways of Life, 82
MICH. L. REV. 1669, 1679 (1984).
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referring to another book in which he was a character. Without probing
all the rhetorical and metaphysical complexity of the first sentence, let's
back up a little. Even before the first lines of Huck's story in Huckleberry
Finn, we encounter a "NOTICE" and an "EXPLANATORY." The oft-
quoted NOTICE reads: "Persons attempting to find a motive in this nar-
rative will be prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be
banished; persons attempting to find a plot in it will be shot. BY ORDER
OF THE AUTHOR, Per G.G., CHIEF OF ORDNANCE.""2 The voice in
the NOTICE is surely not Huck's; he would never know words or con-
cepts like motive, moral, or even plot. This "Author," who is instructing
us on how to read the book, must be Mark Twain. s

The "EXPLANATORY," likewise signed by "THE AUTHOR," ex-
plaining the use of dialects, must also be written by Mark Twain, in that
it evinces a self-conscious, and somewhat boastful, writer: "The shadings
[of dialect] have not been done in a hap-hazard fashion, or by guess-work;
but painstakingly, and with the trustworthy guidance and support of per-
sonal familiarity with these several forms of speech." 4 Here Twain
reveals his shaping hand: he has created events, characters, and even
their purposely differing voices. At the same time, by limiting the narra-
tion to Huck's dialect, "[hie has made his story entirely dramatic in the
sense that he has undertaken to say everything he has to say within the
limits of a vocabulary not his own."' In so doing Twain underscores the
limits of language and compels the reader to see how language necessarily
shapes and restricts a world view. The struggle to alter a world view can
be a struggle to find a new language, a new way of saying as well as seeing
things.

Immediately following the NOTICE and EXPLANATORY, the reader
comes upon the story's first lines. In these lines and in the few that fol-
low, Huck's voice becomes clearly separate from Twain's: "That book
[Tom Sawyer] was made by Mr. Mark Twain, and he told the truth,
mainly. There was some things which he stretched, but mainly he told the
truth." Implicit is that Mr. Mark Twain did not make this book (Huck-
leberry Finn), but that someone else did-Huck Finn. Can we expect

12. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 2.
13. Actually, I suppose, it's Samuel Clemens, but that's another matter.
14. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 2.
15. Smith, Introduction, supra note 8, at xxiv-xxv. Smith says:

But Mark Twain's use of Huck's vernacular speech as the narrative medium,
outside quotation marks, is something new-a drastic, even revolutionary shift in
technique. For it means that the author has put on mask, surrendering the right
to express, except indirectly by means of irony, any ideas or emotions beyond
Huck's range.

Id.
16. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 3.

[Vol. 39892
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Huck the storyteller to "stretch" as did Mr. Twain? The next sentences
are ambiguous: "That [stretching] is nothing. I never seen anybody but
lied one time or another .. ..'"' Not only are we turned this way and
that about who is telling the story, we also do not know if the storyteller
is even telling the truth.

We are not yet a full paragraph into Huckleberry Finn, and already
things are not as they seem. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is
Mark Twain's novel; it is also Huck Finn's story. This story might be the
truth; then again it might be "stretched." Any attempt to use logic to
untangle the contradictions fails, and the reader is already experiencing
one of the crucial lessons of Huckleberry Finn: logic cannot solve every-
thing. Logic certainly fails to help us to know with any certainty who is
telling the story. As soon as we are convinced it is Huck, we remember
the "NOTICE" and "EXPLANATORY." If we think it is Twain, we hear
Huck.

Huck's voice seems trustworthy. Once he is separated from the menda-
cious Mr. Twain, his voice assumes the authority of truth. As Huck
openly reveals his thoughts to us, holding nothing back, not even embar-
rassing misconceptions, we come to accept him at his word. But even as
the unflinching honesty of Huck's style persuades us, we know, at the
same time, that what we are believing is contrary to reason. Huck is, after
all, a fictional character. He has even reminded us of that in the first
lines. Furthermore, why should we believe him when he has told us that
he sometimes lies and, in fact, we see him tell numerous lies in the book?
As readers we become something like Huck: people who can believe and
respond in certain ways even though reason demonstrates that our beliefs
and responses are wrong. Already our own conversion is underway. We
see that seemingly logical thought can lead to wrong conclusions and
right conclusions can result from seemingly faulty thinking.

There are at least three "texts" at work here: Mark Twain's novel;
Huck Finn's story about his adventures; and the reader's own story cre-
ated in the space between language and action. The juxtaposition of these
three tales, which in part contradict each other,18 challenges the authority

17. Id.
18. S.F. Fishkin makes a point similar to this in FROM FACT TO FICTION: JOURNALISM AND

IMAGINATIVE WRITING IN AMERICA 83 (1985). She writes:
Huck fails to recognize as arbitrary and illegitimate the system that keeps Jim in
bondage. The brilliantly crafted dramatic irony that results from the reader's
awareness of the limitations of Huck's world view thus challenges the authority
and trustworthiness of the primary text, as the ironic juxtapositions in the book
challenge the authority of any given interpolated tale. Instead of presenting a vi-
sion of the world, Twain presents multiple competing visions, many of which can-
cel each other out.
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of any official version, any "right" interpretation. Thus, the possibilities
of language are opened wide (as well as shown to be limited), and the
possibility of a single valid interpretation of any text is questioned.
Twain's fabled irony acts not so much to compel the reader to see what
Huck does not see, although it does indeed achieve this. It acts also to
make ironic readers of us.19 We must participate in the making of the text
by supplying and correcting information. We find the language to de-
scribe Huck, and in so doing we contradict his opinion of himself. We are
required to allow contradictions to exist, to invert meaning, and to re-
press our logical minds. Having brought its readers to this impasse, the
book moves on to another question.

WHAT Is LAW?

Just as the book presents its readers with several texts, it also presents
several versions of law and undermines the authority of each. Pap and
Judge Thatcher represent the official legal system. Within the framework
of the official legal system, we find some private codes, such as Tom's law,
composed primarily of the traditional civil law but embellished with liter-
ature in inimitable Tom Sawyer fashion.

The book undermines the authority of both the official and the private
codes to lay bare the untold story of Huckleberry Finn, the story of the
law: law in the process of evolving from the law that was Huck's and
Jim's on land to the law that emerges on the raft. This is the law that can
materialize when language fails and action takes over, an activity prior to
the remaking of language and the law."' The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn is the story of law: how it emerges from a new community" and
begins to replace the old law. The pattern of Huckleberry Finn is the
pattern of the life of the law, of law as process, as narrative rather than as

19. Barbara Johnson describes the ironic reader in the character of Claggart in BILLY
BUDD: "He [Claggart] is properly an ironic reader, who, assuming the sign to be arbitrary
and unmotivated, reverses the value signs of appearances and takes a daisy for a mantrap
and an unmotivated accidental spilling of soup for an intentional, sly escape of antipathy."
B. JOHNSON, supra note 2, at 85.

20. See White, Thinking About Language, 96 YALE LAW J. 1960, 1962 (1987). He writes:
Each of us is partly made by our language, which gives us the categories in which
we perceive the world and which form our motives; but we are not simply that, for
we are users and makers of our language too; and in remaking our language we
contribute to the remaking of our characters and lives, for good or ill.

Id.
21. See Shaffer, On Being a Professional Elder, 62 NOTRE DAME L. REv. 624 (1987).

Professor Shaffer, referring to Robert Bellah's HABITS OF THE HEART (1985), at 629, dis-
cusses the possibility of the existence of similar unarticulated, undefined, even unrecognized
communities today: "HArITs OF THE HEA'r says we have not lost our communities, but only
our words." Id.

894 [Vol. 39
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code.2
2 Thus, because language and interpretation are crucial to the life of

the law, its changing and remaking, Huckleberry Finn is also about these
concepts. As we have seen, our own interpretive powers are challenged
from the book's first lines. But more than that, Huck changes as an inter-
preter: from one who accepts traditional interpretations to one who must
challenge them and reinterpret his world and his experiences for himself.
Instead of criticizing the law, Huckleberry Finn demonstrates how a legal
system can and should evolve.

THE LAW OF THE LAND

I have stated rather glibly that both Pap and Judge Thatcher, hardly
kindred spirits, represent the official legal system in Huckleberry Finn.
Nonetheless, in an unwilling complicity, Pap and the judge demonstrate
how the civil law operates and fails.

The first thing we find out about Judge Thatcher is that he took Tom's
and Huck's money "and put it out at interest, and it fetched us a dollar a
day a piece, all the year round .... ,,23 Two things-the appellation
"Judge" and the caretaking of money-put Judge Thatcher into the most
prominent position of authority in the town and in the book. And so,
when Huck sees his father's footprints in the snow, he lights off for Judge
Thatcher's to get rid of his money so that his father cannot get it. The
judge seems to pull a fast, but legal, one:

'Oho-o. I think I see. You want to sell all your property to me-not
give it. That's the correct idea.'

Then he wrote something on a paper and read it over, and says:
'There-you see it says 'for a consideration.' That means I have bought it
of you and paid you for it. Here's a dollar for you. Now, you sign it.'

So I signed it, and left.24

The contract is legally executed and Huck has transferred his money to
the judge in a way that should not be challenged. The judge pulls this
legal maneuver for one of two reasons. He may want to be sure that Pap
can have no legal claim to the money. Or, he may want to be sure that
Huck cannot change his mind and reclaim the money. In any event, he
overtly uses the law to achieve his ends and we see that the law may be
used for good or ill. It depends on who's using it.

22. In HUMAN COMMUNICATION As NARRATIVE: TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF REASONING, VAL-

UES, AND ACTION, Walter R. Fisher writes: "A narrative perspective focuses on existing insti-
tutions as providing 'plots' that are always in the process of re-creation rather than existing
as settled scripts." Id. at 18 (March 1987).

23. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 3.
24. Id. at 16.
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The judge's good motives are revealed later when Pap turns to the law.
Pap, whose footprints did indeed foreshadow his reappearance, tells Huck
to get the money for him. When Huck says he cannot, Pap tries to get the
money himself: "Next day he was drunk, and he went to Judge
Thatcher's and bullyragged him and tried to make him give up the
money, but he couldn't, and then he swore he'd make the law force
him."

2 '

The judge seems to win that round, but Pap has better luck when he is
involved with the law again:

The judge and the widow went to law to get the court to take me away
from him and let one of them be my guardian; but it was a new judge
that had just come, and he didn't know the old man: so he said courts
mustn't interfere and separate families if they could help it; said he'd
druther not take a child away from its father."

Huck never comments on the capriciousness of the law, but we can see
that law depends at least on who is the judge. Moreover, Pap goes on to
manipulate the new judge and the legal system. The new judge jails him
after a drunken spree, but then: "[H]e was agoing to make a man of him.
So he took him to his own house, and dressed him up clean and nice, and
had him to breakfast and dinner and supper with the family .... 2 7

But neither the law nor human kindness can reform Pap-he's a law
unto himself. He gets drunk again and even the new judge gives up: "The
judge he felt kind of sore. He said he reckoned a body could reform the
ole man with a shot-gun, maybe, but he didn't know no other way." I s
Even this rather naive judge must know now that he has erred in giving
custody of Huck to Pap. As a result of the judge misapplying the law,
Huck must live with a father who is not only negligent and greedy, but
abusive and possibly murderous. Moreover, it is not yet settled legally
that Pap is not entitled to Huck's money. Pap has sued the judge and the
case is pending: "that law trial was slow business; appeared like they
warn't ever going to get started on it. . . .'" Although the law of con-
tract sufficed for a while to protect, if not Huck, at least his money, the
law now forces Huck to take the law into his own hands. Pap takes Huck
to live in a shack outside of the town, beats him regularly, and comes
close to killing him. If Huck does not run away, his father, in a drunken
rage or in the throes of delirium tremens, will surely kill him. The civil
law has thus played a catalytic role in forcing the plot to unfold: the law

25. Id. at 19.
26. Id. at 19-20.
27. Id. at 20.
28. Id. at 21.
29. Id.
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has set the stage for its own undoing.

THE STORY OF THE LAW

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn challenges the authority of the
law, of language, of interpretation, and of itself. It leaves the reader with
little to trust. Into this vacuum it puts Huck and'Jim's relationship on
the raft. Huck does not become alienated from society by breaking the
law and fleeing with Jim. Nor does his lawbreaking result from alienation.
Huck leaves one kind of society, and, after a feigned death and three days
alone on Jackson's Island, s0 he and Jim form a new society from which a
new law emerges. This is the law that Huck obeys, the law that forces him
to protect and aid Jim. That this is seen as lawbreaking, by Huck and all
of us, only indicates that our vision is limited and we cannot see how the
law comes into existence and changes. Our attention is too narrowly fo-
cused on

"[t]he rules and principles of justice, and formal institutions of the law,
and the conventions of the social order .... No set of legal institutions
or prescriptions exists apart from the narratives that locate it and give it
meaning .... Once understood in the context of narratives that give it
meaning, law becomes not merely a system of rules to be observed, but a
world in which we live."31

As we are gradually initiated into the world of the raft, the world in
which Huck and Jim live, 32 a new code can replace the legal institutions,
which we now recognize as flawed.

in the space between the time of the book's representation (around
1845) and the time of the book's production (1885), the law changed;
namely, slavery ceased to be legal. But how and why? We may know the
historic reasons, but Huckleberry Finn helps us to experience the emo-
tional and human reasons for changing the law, without which law cannot
change. We know that Mark Twain changed because he wrote in his Au-
tobiography that "[iun my schoolboy days I had no aversion to slavery. I
was not aware that there was anything wrong about it."s We know that
society changed because we have its official voice in the Dred Scott deci-

30. It is hard to miss the death and rebirth symbolism in Huck's time between St. Pe-
tersburg and his meeting up with Jim on Jackson's Island.

31. Cover, Foreword: Nomos and Narrative, 97 HAsv. L. Rzv. 4-5 (1983).
32. We are given lessons (about towheads) and detailed descriptions of the river and the

weather so that we can become part of their world.
33. M. TwAIN, AUTOBIOGRAPHY 101 (1924). He continues: "no one arraigned it in my hear-

ing; the local papers said nothing against it; the local pulpit taught us that God approved it,
that it was a holy thing, and that the doubter need only look to his Bible if he wished to
settle his mind . . . ." Id.
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sion" of 1856 and in the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 and the
fourteenth amendment s' of 1868. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
shows us how human nature changes as we join Huck and Jim on their
journey down river. "You don't know about me," 36 Huck has charged and
in coming to know Huck we come to see how individuals and the law
change.

The major change in the law and in Huck is perception: Huck sees Jim
as property before the journey and, after their time together on the raft,
comes to see him as a person. Before the journey, Jim even regards him-
self as property: "I owns myself, en I's wuth eight hund'd dollars. I wisht
I had de money, I wouldn' want no mo.' "37

Our first glimpse of Jim occurred in St. Petersburg when Huck and
Tom play a prank on him: "Miss Watson's big nigger, named Jim, was
setting in the kitchen door; we could see him pretty clear, because there
was a light behind him.""' What we really can see is Miss Watson's prop-
erty in the backlight that illuminates a large dark shape, and the boys
treat him as such, rather than as an individual with feelings. Huck per-
sists in that attitude, even after he teams up with Jim on Jackson's Is-
land. Huck's change in perception is not sudden but slow and subtle. He
twice plays pranks on Jim: first, with the dead rattlesnake whose mate
bites Jim and nearly kills him; second, when he lost Jim and the raft in
the fog and pretends that Jim has been dreaming. Jim goes to great
lengths to interpret the "dream" until Huck, pointing to the real debris
on the raft, says, "but what does these things stand for?"'

Huck has gone too far, and Jim asserts himself:

Jim looked at the trash, and then looked at me, and back at the trash
again. He had got the dream fixed so strong in his head that he couldn't
seem to shake it loose and get the facts back into its place again, right
away. But when he did get the thing straightened around he looked at
me steady without ever smiling, and says:

"What do dey stan' for? I's gwyne to tell you. When I got all wore out
wid work, en wid de calin' for you, en went to sleep, my heart wuz mos'
broke bekase you wuz los', en I didn't k'yer no mo' what became er me
en de raf. En when I wake up en fine you back agin', all safe en soun', de
tears come en I could a got down on my knees en kiss yo' foot I's so

34. Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1856). Twain echoes the Dred Scott
attitude in his Notebook: "In those old slave-holding days the whole community was agreed
as to one thing-the awful sacredness of slave property." M. TWAIN, P"Es, NOTEBOOK 35,
TS at 35 (1895).

35. U.S. CoNsT. amend. XIV.
36. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 3.
37. Id. at 41.
38. Id. at 6.
39. Id. at 73.

[Vol. 39
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thankful. En all you wuz thinkin 'bout wuz how you could make a fool uv
ole Jim wid a lie. Dat truck dah is trash; en trash is what people is dat
puts dirt on de head er dey fren's en makes 'em ashamed.'4 0

For the the first time Jim asserts himself as an individual with feelings
and Huck responds in kind:

It made me feel so mean I could almost kissed his foot to get him to take
it back.

It was fifteen minutes before I could work myself up to go and humble
myself to a nigger-but I done it, and I warn't ever sorry for it after-
wards, neither. I didn't do him no more mean tricks, and I wouldn't done
that one if I'd knowed it would make him feel that way. 1

This is the book's turning point, and the pivotal moment in the story of
the law. When Jim becomes an individual in Huck's eyes, his status
changes, and his relationship with Huck changes. Jim has insisted on his
human dignity, and Huck is able to apologize to him. They have become
equals, and a change in the law that circumscribes their relationship is
not only possible but necessary. But language cannot achieve this end,
only experience can. The language of the law follows a change of heart.
And this crucial change occurs at the same time that the raft passes Cairo
in the fog and Jim's chance for freedom is lost. But Jim would not be
truly free even if they had found Cairo and he had successfully fled to a
free state. Huck and Jim may mistakenly float deeper into the South, but,
more importantly, a change of heart is underway that portends a change
in the law that will make Jim really free.

Only a few lines later Huck engages in the first battle with his con-
science, because his heart and his conscience are no longer aligned. His
"ill-trained conscience," which is molded by the social mores of St. Pe-
tersburg and religion-according-to-Miss Watson (which condones, even
supports, slaveholding) and limited by the language of the law, wins at
first as Huck decides to turn Jim in. But his "sound heart" is immedi-
ately put to the test when the skiff containing the slave hunters ap-
proaches. Huck lies to save Jim by telling the slave hunters that Jim is
white and that Jim is his father (suffering from small-pox). This lie does
more than save Jim; it replaces Pap, and all that he represented, with
Jim. The authority of the law and of the father are replaced by the au-
thority of Huck's love for Jim. Truth and falsehood are inverted, as
Huck's lies become a vehicle for a greater truth. The raft replaces the
Widow's as home and St. Petersburg as community: "We said there
warn't no home like a raft, after all. Other places feel so cramped up and

40. Id. (emphasis in original).
41. Id. at 73-74 (emphasis in original).
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smothery, but a raft don't. You feel mighty free and easy and comfortable
on a raft."

42

When the King turns Jim in for a forty-dollar reward, Huck loses his
new home, and his heart and conscience feud for the last time. Bereft of
the love he has experienced with Jim, Huck weeps: "Jim was gone!...
-old Jim was gone. Then I set down and cried; I couldn't help it."
Huck tries out various solutions, including letting Miss Watson know
Jim's whereabouts so that he could at least be "a slave at home where his
family was, as long as he'd got to be a slave." But Huck, his initial re-
sponse once more bound by societal influence, realizes that if he informs
Miss Watson, everyone in St. Petersburg will know that he has broken
the law:

And think of me! It would get all around, that Huck Finn helped a nigger
get his freedom .... That's just the way: a person does a low-down
thing, and then he don't want to take no consequences of it. Thinks as
long as he can hide it, it ain't no disgrace. That was my fix exactly. The
more I studied about this, the more my conscience went to grinding me,
and the more wicked and low-down and ornery I got to feeling."

Huck reflects further on his "wickedness," which we, of course, read as
"goodness." He tries to pray for redemption, but no words come; he
knows in his heart that he cannot betray Jim.

"I was trying to make my mouth say I would do the right thing and the
clean thing, and go write to that nigger's owner and tell where he was;
but deep down in me I knowed it was a lie-and He knowed it. You can't
pray a lie-I found that out."4

Huck's confusion leads him to the truth: his redemption really occurred
with his lie to the slave hunters. He forces an action to try to make things
right. He writes a note to Miss Watson and for a moment feels "all good
and washed clean of sin for the first time.' 47 But through all of this he
has had to replace "Jim" by "that nigger," and memories of the real Jim
intrude:

And got to thinking over our trip down the river; and I see Jim before
me, all the time, in the day, and in the night-time, sometimes moonlight,
sometimes storms, and we a floating along, talking, and singing, and
laughing. But somehow I couldn't seem to strike no places to harden me

42. Id. at 99.
43. Id. at 177.
44. Id. at 178.
45. Id. (emphasis in original).
46. Id. at 179 (emphasis in original).
47. Id.
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against him, but only the other kind. I'd seen him standing my watch on
top of his'n, stead of calling me, so I could go on sleeping; and see him
how glad he was when I come back out of the fog; and see when I come
to him again in the swamp, up there where the feud was; and such-like
times; and would always call me honey, and pet me, and do everything he
could think of for me, and how good he always was; and at last I struck
the time I saved him by telling the men we had small-pox aboard, and he
was so grateful, and said I was the best friend old Jim ever had in the
world, and the only one he's got now; and then I happened to look
around and see that paper.4

8

He tears up the note: "All right, then, I'll go to hell-and tore it up
",49

The three pages that intervene between Huck's weeping over the loss of
Jim and his deciding to rescue him perfect us as ironic readers: hell is
heaven, wickedness is goodness, lies are truth. And the authority of the
law is replaced by the authority of love. We remake the language of the
text. Words for us, as for Huck, have lost their meaning.50

Prior to Huck's final conversion, Huck's good lies and his relationship
with Jim on the raft have been played off against a series of lies and false
or fraudulent relationships on the land. The plot zigzags from raft to land
and back again, forcing the reader constantly to compare the accidental
adventures on land to the serenity"1 of the raft. We see the "style" and
"quality" of the Grangerfords, who kill and die because of a private code
called feuding. Huck, his emotional life touched by Jim, becomes pain-
fully educated in the ways of the world Huck narrates the story of Buck
Grangerford's death: "I ain't agoing to tell all that happened-it would
make me sick again if I was to do that. I wished I hadn't ever come ashore
that night, to see such things. I ain't ever going to get shut of them-lots
of times I dream about them.'"s We see the lies and false aristocracy and
learning of the King and the Duke. But primarily we have Tom Sawyer as

48. d. (emphasis in original).
49. Id. at 180.
50. See J. WHITE, WHEN WORDS LOSE THEIR MEANING 3 (1984). Professor White makes

this loss of meaning central to his discussion of several books. As introduction, he writes:
This book is about such changes in the meaning of language and of the world:
about ways in which words come to have their meanings and to hold or to lose
them and how they acquire new meanings, both in the individual's mind and in
the world. This means, as we shall see, that it is also about the ways in which
character is formed-and maintained or lost-by a person, a culture, or a
community.

Id.
51. The passages describing life on the raft are even characterized by sibilants such as

swum, smooth, slid, still: "it was so still, and sounds come so far; and by-and-by you could
see a streak on the water .... ." M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 99.

52. Id. at 94-95 (emphasis in original).
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Huck's counterpart with his slavish devotion to language bereft from
human experience.

THE LETrER(S) OF THE LAW

As a subplot within the story of the law, we find Tom Sawyer's playact-
ing at lawbreaking. Tom's sham criminal activity serves to underscore one
of the book's major ironies: Huck wants to be like Tom, but it is really
Tom who is playing at being Huck. Huck has the real adventures and
participates in real lawbreaking; Tom pretends. Tom is all language and
no action, all intellect and no heart. Huck, of course, sees the difference
between himself and Tom, but he cannot see the significance of the dif-
ference. Since Huck does not have the language to define his new rela-
tionship with Jim, he temporarily falls back on the verbal games that
Tom plays. Huck misinterprets his inability to verbalize and conse-
quently believes Tom Sawyer is his superior. We, on the other hand, see
Tom for what he is, and his failure ennobles Huck's success. Perhaps the
story of the law that emerges on the raft, the law that challenges the law
of the land, is a story most frequently played out by those, like Huck and
Jim, on the margins of society. What we know for sure is that it is neither
the Judge's law, nor Pap's law, nor Tom's law that provide the story of
the law in Huckleberry Finn. These all serve to demonstrate what law
firmly embedded in unchanging language can become if it is not chal-
lenged by reinterpretation based upon heart-felt experience.

Importantly, Tom's version of lawbreaking serves as a foil for Huck's
real change of heart. For Tom, words create reality, even if he does not
know what the words mean. In the second chapter, Tom forms his gang
and defines its mission:

"Now we'll start this band of robbers and call it Tom Sawyer's Gang.
Everybody that wants to join has got to take an oath, and write his name
in blood."

"Now," says Ben Rogers, "what's the line of business of this Gang?"
"Nothing only robbery and murder," Tom said.
"But who are we going to rob? houses-or cattle-or-"
"Stuff! stealing cattle and such things ain't robbery, it's burglary," says
Tom Sawyer. "We ain't burglars. That ain't no sort of style. We are high-
waymen. We stop stages and carriages on the road, with masks on, and
kill the people and take their watches and money."
"Must we always kill the people?"
"Oh, certainly. It's best. Some authorities think different, but mostly it's
considered best to kill them. Except some that you bring to the cave here
and keep them till they're ransomed."
"Ransomed? What's that?"
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"I don't know. But that's what they do. I've seen it in books, and so of
course that's what we've got to do. '

1a3

The gang's method of operating, whether it's killing or ransoming the
men or falling in love with the women, comes from the books that Tom
has read. But Tom's pretending that hogs are "ingots," turnips are
"julery," and that a Sunday school picnic yields up soldiers, A-rabs, ele-
phants, and treasure, begins to bore the boys and they quit. When Huck
confronts Tom, Tom says: "Shucks, it ain't no wise to talk to you, Huck
Finn. You don't seem to know anything, somehow-perfect sap-head.""
Language divorced from action fails for Huck: the substituting of one
word for another cannot change what he sees. Instead for Huck, experi-
ence changes language: "nigger" becomes "friend."

Only when Huck is free from Tom's influence can he begin to see things
differently. When Tom reappears at the end of the book he brings his
language-bound intellect with him. Tom's actions in the evasion chapters,
though, are not foolishly innocuous as were the activities of his gang; they
are heartless. Tom knows that Jim has been set free by Miss Watson's
will, and yet he still subjects Jim to imprisonment, discomfort, danger,
near-death, and recapture, so that he can live out literary adventures.
Jim, who has become a person on the raft, reverts to being an object. This
is Tom's "style," which Huck misinterprets as not only appropriate but
even exemplary for those, unlike Huck, who are "respectable, and well
brung up.""

Tom discovers, in "detective fashion,"" where Jim is imprisoned on the
Phelps' plantation, and the boys discuss how to free him:

"My plan is this," I [Huck] says. "We can easy find out if it's Jim in
there. Then we can get up in my canoe to-morrow night, and fetch my
raft over from the island. Then the first dark night that comes, steal the
key out of the old man's britches, after he goes to bed, and shove off
down the river on the raft, with Jim, hiding daytimes, and running
nights, the way me and Jim used to do it before. Wouldn't that plan
work?"67

Huck's sensible and humane plan grows out of his love for Jim. Tom's
plan makes Jim a character in a plot of some book. For Tom, Jim is not a
person, but an object.

"Work? Why cert'nly, it would work, like rats a fighting. But it's too

53. Id. at 8-9.
54. Id. at 14.
55. Id. at 196.
56. Id. at 195.
57. Id.
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blame' simple; there ain't nothing to it. What's the good of a plan that
ain't more trouble than that? It's as mild a goose-milk. Why, Huck, it
wouldn't make no more talk than breaking into a soap factory."
I never said nothing, because I warn't expecting nothing different; but I
knowed mighty well that when he got his plan ready it wouldn't have
none of them objections to it.
And it didn't. He told me what it was, and I could see in a minute it was
worth fifteen of mine, for style, and would make Jim just a free a man as
mine would, and maybe get us all killed besides."

Huck's temporary surrender to the authority of texts enables him to allow
Tom to treat Jim as an object. The dynamic story of the law that is cen-
tral to the book is thus framed by Tom's unchanging stories. We learn
from Tom's behavior that our responses to the law should not be taken
from texts, not even from this book, but should grow out of our own
hearts. The book thereby undercuts its own authority. Whatever this
book tells us ultimately will not suffice, or we will become like Tom. Per-
haps we have to be like Tom if we are to remain "respectable and well
brung-up." Perhaps Tom is who we are before this book educates us.
Huck has been masquerading as Tom and for the last time he tries out
Tom's "style" as his own. Just as he has rejected Pap Finn as a possibility
for who he is to become, he finally rejects Tom Sawyer. When the Tom-
and-Sid charade ends with Tom nearly dying, the sham Tom (Huck) can
revert to the person he became on the raft.

Huckleberry Finn is not criticism of the legal status quo, but instead a
narrative depicting the process of legal change. The ending is not "Huck's
defeat" 5 or "Clemens failure of nerve," 0 but truth-"the truth uncom-
promisingly told."' The book, it seems to me, ends where it must, back
on the land where the law of the land reigns and where Jim and Huck are
defined by law and society. Jim is a slave, a "nigger"; Huck is Tom's in-
ferior and lackey. The law does not change in an unflinchingly linear way,
nor does it change easily. The law changes by fits and starts, zigzags from
new to old, temporarily fails, and reverts to the old order in the process.
The readers are left, as is Huck, in the act of remaking the language of

58. Id. (emphasis in original).
59. L. MARx, supra note 7, at 434.
60. Id. at 440.
61. H. MELVILLE, BILLY BUDD 405 (University of Chicago Press ed., 1962). The ending of

Melville's book is as controversial and "disappointing" for some as is the ending of HucKLz-
BERRY FINN. But Melville anticipated this response in the text of the book itself:

The symmetry of form attainable in pure fiction cannot so readily be achieved in a
narration essentially having to do less with fable than with fact. Truth uncompro-
misingly told will always have its ragged edges; hence the conclusion of such as
narration is apt to be less finished than an architectural finial.
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the text and of the law. With him we "light out" for new "Territory.""

OUR STORY OF THE LAW

Such a town as that has to be always moving back, and back, because
the river's always gnawing at it."

What can the story of the law in the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
mean to us in the late twentieth century? Can it provide us, so removed
from Huck, St. Petersburg, and slavery, with a new way of seeing our own
legal system?

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn uses a specific example, slavery,
to show us how a culture's legal vision changed. In Huck Finn, we see the
change of perception and change of heart that occurred before a change
in the law became possible, although the change in perception was neither
absolute nor universal. We see in other characters, such as Tom Sawyer,
how old attitudes, bound to the letter of the law, persist.

The much discussed oppositions in Huckleberry Finn, the individual
and society, always will be in tension, particularly in a nation founded on
unalienable, individual, natural rights," but also described as a "nation of
laws not of men." The tension can be destructive or fruitful. Logic fails
us if we try intellectually to reconcile them, particularly if we do so imag-
ining law as a rigid, unchanging code that proscribes the way we live. The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn gives us a larger picture of the law in
which the oppositions can be contained, and demonstrates how law grows
out of community. The "We the people" of the Preamble necessarily
came before the codification of law in the Constitution: community before
code."

When comprehended within this larger order, the law is always in the
process of its own undoing. As the law takes on life with each new narra-
tive or plot, where language becomes realized in action, the law's author-
ity is once again challenged. When action pulls away from language and
requires a new language-as Huck's relationship with Jim developed
without a language to define it-the language in which the law is embed-

62. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 245.
63. Id. at 119.
64. The Declaration of Independence para. 2 (U.S. 1776). "We hold these truths to be

self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights .... ." Id.

65. Adams, Nouanglus Papers, Boston Gazette (1774). The phrase became widely used
throughout the country.

66. Thomas Paine reveals a similar tension in writing that "The Constitution of a coun-
try is not the act of its Government, but of the people constituting a Government." T.
PAINE, THE RIGHTS OF MAN 48 (1790); Paine, [I]n America the Law is King, Common Sense
40 (1776).
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ded begins to lose authority and is open to reinterpretation or change.
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn affirms the validity of thinking
about the law in this way and allows us to realize that experience and the
remaking of language are constantly gnawing at the law of the land, forc-
ing it to retreat, retrench, or rebuild. What we mean by law may not be
what law is. The law's authority may be ultimately derived from love and
community. And just as community confers authority on the law, the law
endows Huck's and Jim's relationship and adventures with significance.
Their traveling down river together "signifies something new and power-
ful when we understand that the act is in reference to a norm,' 's7 the
slavery laws. For Huck it is redemptive, for us it is instructional, as we
see that experience-acts in reference to a norm-can compel us to rein-
terpret or change the language of the law. "Our work [as lawyers, teach-
ers, and writers] cannot claim to be the kind of science that assumes a
validity beyond language, but should hope to be a literary or rhetorical
art, and way of working with and within our language."" Our work con-
sists of the remaking of texts.

Huck concludes his book:

[T]here ain't nothing more to write about, and I am rotten glad of it,
because if I'd a knowed what trouble it was to make a book I wouldn't a
tackled it and ain't agoing to no more. But I reckon I got to light out for
the Territory before the rest, because Aunt Sally she's going to adopt me
and sivilize me and I can't stand it. I been there before.
THE END. YOURS TRULY. HUCK FINN6'

We discover that Huck's story was really a letter to us from the Territory.
We agree that it is some trouble to "make a book" since we have helped
Huck to make his, and in doing so have become initiated into the process
of remaking law and language. We are, with Huck, in new territory.

67. Cover, supra note 31, at 8.
68. White, supra note 20, at 1964.
69. M. TWAIN, supra note 3, at 245.
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